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Project  Renaissance
J

BY      ANNALISA      KING,      MAPLE

Last October, we announced a
new business model for our

protein value chain. The vision guiding
this transformation -to build a globally
admired value-added meats and meals
company-reflects the core strengths of
our business and our people.

LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

sales in both protein and bakery. The                   These changes also mean that some
numerous acquisitions we have made                  elements of our business and the people
have established the critical  mass for us to         who work there will not be part of our
build  leadership in the fast-growing                      future. These are always tough decisions
meats and meals market, and establish a            to make and even harder to implement.
winning platform for growth in our
bakery business. We will continue to
make acquisitions globally that

support this value-added
focus.

lt is also very consistent with our strategic
orientations-building brands and market
leadership,  increasing  innovation,

establishing a  highly competitive cost
structure and growing globally to support
our vision.

Since we launched the new strategy, we
have met with employees across Maple
Leaf,  our customers and our shareholders.
Most people understand the factors-the
significant currency and  industry realities

that are driving the need to dramatically
transform our protein business. We have
chosen not to stand still in the hope
that currency or other market factors
will change in our favour,  but to take
control of our destiny.

Reorganizing our protein value chain

operations to support the new strategy
means significant change,  but it will also

drive growth and create new
opportunities for our people. We are
deeply committed to increasing our
investment in world-class assets,
accelerating product development and     ,
innovation, and building our value-added

Renaissance -conft.nued on page 32
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BY      RICHARD      BIRCHALL,

ALISON      COPOC,

DIANE      FREY,      JIM       HILCHEY

AND      BLAYNE      WILLETT,

MAPLE      LEAF     Fool)S      CIS

Last July,  Business Systems

Analyst Richard  Birchall

quickly commandeered the services of
four CIS employees to volunteer as

judges at a tall ship competition  in the
small  Lake Erie community of Port

Dover, Ontario. The competition
involved three tall ships crewed by 30

young people making their way
through the Great Lakes system. The

program  is all about  "character
building"  and shares some of the
fundamental principles that are
embraced by the Maple Leaf Foods
organization.

When you hear the term  ''Tall Ships'',
many different visions come to mind -
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sails, wind, sea spray and sailors hauling

on  ropes and climbing  rigging.  It also

invokes peaceful images of beauty,
serenity and silence as well as fear,

adrenaline and a sense of adventure.
These ships were massive and quite
impressive. They gave the impression of

pirate ships of old; we were comparing
them to the ships of the `'Pirates of the
Caribbean"  movies and they certainly
looked the part.

The roar of the cannon marking the
start of the tacking contests only added
to this mystique. These eager young
sailors would pit their strength and
knowledge against each other in
various activities,  including such  basic

skills as tacking and adjusting the
rigging with the precision and timing

that would  rival tall ship crews from 200

years ago. The very interesting part was
the extreme agility and strength
displayed by the crew and it was hard

to remember that these were ordinary
kids on a training camp; some had  no

previous experience on sailing vessels.
The way some of the more experienced
crew members ''walked" up the main
mast using one of the lines as a guide
and slid down guide wires was truly
amazing. At the end of the day, the

judges from Maple Leaf Foods would
confer with the other judges and award
the brass cannon trophy to the most
deserving crew.

The work on these ships is quite
rigorous and mirrors that of any regular
crews in ocean-going vessels. They work
from sun up to sun down and beyond
with small amounts of scheduled shore
leave. Some crew members would take
advantage of minutes of inactivity
during the day where they would steal
bits of rest, until the call came from the
ship's mate and up they went, climbing
the rigging yet again.

Tall  Ships -conft.nued on page j3



GAP  introduces  new  breeding

sow at  Elite  Swine
A dynamic new line based on  20 years
of breeding expertise

BY     CAM      MCGAVIN,      GAP      GENETICS

One extra pig per sow per year is

I.ust one of the amazing
characteristics of the new em' gilt or
breeding sow proudly introduced into
Elite Swine  by GAP Genetics.

She's also an excellent mother,
extremely prolific and capable of
rearing  large litters of viable and
vigorous piglets.  Her offspring are
fast-growing and efficient with
excellent carcass characteristics and
highly desirable  meat quality.  But she

didn't get this way overnight!

Designed  exclusively for Elite Swine  lnc.

(Esl), the GAP em' gilt marks the
culmination of 20 years of breeding
expertise and leading edge genetic
technology. She represents a cross
between GAP Large White and Green
dam  lines. The Green dam  line,  a

Meishan-based composite, was
developed in the UK and imported by
Elite Swine  in  1998. The GAP em'  gilt

has captured the benefits of the
Meishan breed from China,  perhaps one
of the most prolific breeds of pigs in the
world, with above average embryo
survival rates, competitive growth and
large litter productivity. The GAP Large

White is descended from  high-

performing  European stock, and has
been part of the GAP program since the
late  1980s.

Both  lines are remarkably productive
and share a  reputation for docility and
outstanding maternal  performance.
Genetic selection has been supervised
by GAP's genetic team and is without
compromise,  meeting the industry's
stringent quality requirements.

The em'  gilt  is typically white  in  colour

and average in size. The ears are
somewhat bigger and floppier, with a
slight frown on her forehead.  Her

generous belly with  14-plus teats hints
at her Meishan ancestry.  It's also worth
noting that her feet and leg structure
are good. The em' health status is
standard  Esl  high  health  and  Esl's

genetic nucleus at Paradise Valley is the
most bio-secure,  disease-resistant
location  in  Esl's history.

This high performance female is already
making heads turn. Rollout of the new
line took place  in April  2006 and will

continue throughout 2007 and onward.
The em' gilt presents producers with an
opportunity to increase pigs per sow

per year, at both  multiplication and
commercial tiers. This is consistent with

Esl's strategic plan to improve

productivity and decrease costs.

The successful  launch of GAP's em'  gilt

brings exciting  new credence to our
slogan -GAP Genetics -closing the GAP

between genetic potential and on-farm

performance.

The new GAP em' sow, designed exclusively for Elite Swine, is the product Of extensive breeding expertise and genetic technology.
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New  breakfast sandwich
getting  rave  reviews
BY      COREY      SPALI)lNG,      MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

"It's aboiil  lim(`!"  is  perhaps the

most frequently heard
comment when people

discuss the new breakfast sandwich at
Tim  Hortons.  It just makes sense that Tim
Hortons would offer a hot breakfast
sandwich since they already control over
66 percent of the QSR breakfast market
in  Canada.

In fact, this product has been years in the
making.  Research  & Development

departments at both Canada Bread and
Maple  Leaf Foods have been developing
different versions of this product for a
very long time, and the direction from
Tim  Hortons on this concept has radically
changed on numerous occasions as they

attempted to perfect the product. This
was deemed the only strategy that
would take a good chunk of the Egg
MCMuffin market share away from
MCDonald's. After many rounds of

sensory tests and a variety of test
markets, the numbers proved that
this offering  is a winner.

The product contains cheese, egg,
and choice of sausage or Maple
Leaf bacon,  all  in a Canada  Bread

Homestyle  biscuit.  Since  its  launch  into

the market, the sandwich has received a
lot of unsolicited  media coverage,  mostly
involving a direct taste test against
MCDonald's Egg  MCMuffin. All  of these

reports have favored the Tim Hortons

product; the main reason for the
preference has been the bun.

As this sandwich  hits your local Tim

Hortons,  be sure to try one.  It will  make

your morning!

Olivieri

introduces
`sauoy'  new

packaging
BY     All      KHAN-BAJAURl,

OLIVIERl

Last November,  OIivieri's regular

selection bf fresh sauces was
re-launched  in  proprietary reusable,
resealable and  recyclable tubs. To

address a growing demand from larger
families,  OIivieri  has  introduced four

new flavours of sauces in more
affordable family-sized tubs, offering
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the perfect complement to a variety of
meal  solutions.

Replacing the current bag-in-box sauces
with tubs was a result of research studies
that clearly indicated a consumer need
for more practical and contemporary

packaging. Our research also showed
that our consumers use our sauces for
other applications.  Based on those
findings, our red and cream sauces were
repackaged as pasta and cooking sauces,
and the pestos were listed as dips and
spreads.

The new packaging offers other
benefits,  including see-thru  material, a

spoonable container, a pourable spout
and an  ''easy to hold and handle"
design, while allowing the versatility to
microwave and freeze.

We also faced a challenge to maintain
our superior shelf presence and gain
additional stock depth.  Fortunately,  our

Olivieri  -conft.nued on page 5



Start something  great with  Dempster's

and  Bon  Matin!
BY      RIONA      KUM,      CANADA

BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

Last fall,  Dempster's and  Bon

Matin asked consumers to
focus on their health and well-being
with the ''Start Something
Great"/"Prends ton corps a coeur"

promotion.

To reward consumers for taking extra
steps towards a healthy lifestyle,
Dempster's and  Bon  Matin gave a Spa
Getaway to Evian, France to one lucky

grand prize winner!  In addition, from
Oct. 6 to Nov. 9, contest entrants were
automatically enrolled to win a daily

prize package consisting of Proctor-Silex
home appliances.

The promotion was the first truly
national  health and well-being

initiative designed to enhance the
Dempster's and  Bon  Matin brands.
Starting in  late September, consumers
would find  unique PIN codes for contest
entry on specially marked packages of
Dempster's and Bon  Matin breads, and
could use these codes to register their
entries on dempsters.ca and
bonmatin.ca.

The promotion was supported by an
integrated advertising campaign
including new TV commercials for both

IIHIEmill

Dempster's and Bon Matin, updated

print advertising  in  major magazines for
Dempster's, a 30-second radio
commercial for Bon  Matin  in Quebec,
and  POS materials such as eye-catching
corrugated displays,  header cards and
shelf wobblers.

The  `'You click,  Dempster's/Bon  Matin

gives" online campaign was another
new support tactic developed to boost
our position as leaders in  health
through our partnership with the Heart
and Stroke Foundation.  In October, the
Heart and Stroke Foundation urged its

100,000 e-newsletter subscribers to

participate in the campaign.  For every
click,  Dempster's and  Bon  Matin

donated $1  to heart-health  research.  By
the end of October, we were excited to
discover that there were over 35,000
clicks on the Heart and Stroke
Foundation web site!

The  ''Start Something Great''/''Prends
ton corps a coeur"  promotion marked a
successful  integrated campaign for
Dempster's and Bon Matin and we hope
to build on this momentum in future

promotions.

Olivieri  -conf/.nued from page 4

new proprietary packs come with in-
mould labels and engraved branding as
well as a  nested design for easy stacking
and  premium  looking displays,  both  in

stand-up shelves and refrigerated
bunkers.

These tubs are a result of some
excellent teamwork at Olivieri with  lots
of assistance from Canada  Bread's

packaging and  purchasing team.  It is a
demonstration of our category
leadership and  innovative thinking at

its best! The tubs now deliver not only a

great packaging solution  but also lock
in the great taste that consumers have
come to expect from Olivieri.

Hint:  Use our online mix & match guide

at Olivieri.ca/MixAndMatchGuide.aspx

to pair different pastas and sauces.
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BY      LYNDA      KUHN,      MAPLE

LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

Grade 8 student Mary

On our final
approach into
Kenyatta
International Alrport
in Nairobi, Kenya last
August, my mind is
racing with questions
about what we are
about to experience.
For almost two years,

ri;-rL-a; -w-==E-t-d''--'   I had been
cometocanada and    supportinga home
becomeasurg®°n        forover 70 children.
some day.

ages five to 18, left without parents
largely as a result of AIDS. Finally, my
husband Doug and I were going to meet
them.

We are met at the airport by Njaaga and
Lucy Njau, the couple who started the
orphanage and who also operate a safari
company that takes tourists to see the
fabulous wildlife that still exists across
Kenya. After exploring Nairobi and

picking up supplies (bottled water, fruit
and crackers to go with the peanut
butter and protein bars I had brought
with us), we journey northwest into the
highlands to our destination, Njaaga
Child Hope.

The orphanage is located in a large
home, abandoned by a British colonial
family, overlooking the Rift Valley. It is
lush, green country with acres of tea

plantations, maize and cabbages. We
drive down the winding, red dirt road to
the home and arrive by early evening,
hearing the excited shouting of children.
Soon our truck is swarmed by kids who
are welcoming Doug and I with
outstretched hands. We pull up to the
home and children arrive from

6
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Lynda Kuhfi spends time with children in the orphanage durirLg her visit.

everywhere to take our bags to our
room, all politely introducing
themselves - some with a handshake
and some with big hugs. We were taken
inside and treated to a two-hour concert
of singing and dancing, with a drum as
the only accompaniment.

Thus began \our two weeks at the home.
The children had the month off school,
which follows a British semester system
and is largely taught in English. We went
for walks and shared stories of their
experiences, which they readily told us.
Most of these children lost their parents
in the late '90s. Invariably these were
stories of their parents getting terrible
headaches, becoming sick and dying.
The children would live with an aunt or
their grandparents for a while, but due
to age or a lack of resources they
couldn't cope. One child lived on
doorsteps and begged for food to
survive.

What would you expect of children who
had endured so much suffering? I
expected them to be withdrawn,

emotionally distant and hardened to the
world. What we encountered was just
the opposite. I have never seen children
so full of life and energy and optimism!
They go about their many chores with
happiness and gratitude for their good
fortune to live at the home and go to
school. They told us they want to be
lawyers and surgeons and pilots. We
brought them all a Maple Leaf T-shirt,
along with some skipping ropes and
Frisbees. These kids deserve some time
to act like kids!

We were planning to head back this
January for a couple of weeks. Through
the support of a friend, a small sewing
school has been established where
women are learning a skill. We want to
explore other opportunities to bring self-
sufficiency to the people of this area.
One huge surprise for me was how far
money actually goes in sub-Saharan
Africa. For $5 Canadian per month, we
are subsidizing food for a family of three
children we met last summer who were

Kenya -continued on page 7



Maple Leaf T-shirts were a big hit with all of the children!

Kenya -continued from page 6

visibly malnourished. It's about the cost of
a latte at Starbucks. It was a real wake-up
call for me.

If you are interested in learning more, log
onto http://www.njaagachild hope.or.ke
or send me an e-mail at
KuhnLJ@mapleleaf.ca.

Hatchery  buys  `moooving'  gift
for African  family
BY      KELLY     VAN      DYK,      MAPLE      LEAF      FRESH      Fool)S      (POULTRY)

When Michael Mccain
asked all Maple Leaf
Foods locations to
coordinate a Community
Day in conjunction with
World Hunger Day on Oct.
16, the New Hamburg
Chick Hatchery in New
Hamburg, Ontario
answered the call.

A committee of four
employees gathered
together to do something
special for a Third World
family through World
Vision. During one lunch

office employees, a
whopping $600 was raised
in that short time!

In the end, the fundraising
enabled the Hatchery to buy
a Jersey cow for a family in
Sierra Leone, Afri.ca. This
cow is a ``gift that keeps on

giving" - it can produce up
to 20 glasses of milk a day,
which will be more than
enough for the children to
drink as well as leave plenty
to sell at market and extra

This cow was purchased by New
Hamburg Hatcheryemployees as a         Still to make yogurt, Cheese
gift for a needy family in Africa.                and butter.

hour, they held a potluck
lunch, sold tickets for a gift basket and
organized a silent auction featuring items
donated by staff. Thanks to the
outstanding generosity of hatchery and

Many thanks go out to all of the employees
at the New Hamburg Hatchery for your

generous donation. You have made quite a
lasting difference for a very needy African
family.

In only two days, a group of
Landmark Feeds and Elite Swine
employees pulled together to form
a team "passionate about the cure"
and raise $825 for breast cancer
research. We joined thousands of
other Winnipeggers in the CIBC
Run for the Cure on Oct.I, 2006 in
support of women and men living
with breast cancer. It was wonderful
to see so many people out to
support such a great cause.

Stella (left), daughter of Dan Kraft, ESI Black
Belt; Dianne, Esl/MLAN HFt Manager; and
Molly, Dianne's daughter, walk the i'oute near
the Winnipeg legislative building.



ML  Bakery  UK  returns  to  TV  airwaves!
BY      CAROLINE      LOVELL,

MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN

BAKERY

Maple Leaf Bakery UK has

returned to the rv
airwaves with a brand new commercial
for the Company's New York Bagel Co.
brand, which  broke Oct.16, 2006
across all  leading T\/ stations in the

United  Kingdom.

The  ''Bag a  New York Bagel"  ad
focuses on the food quality aspect of
the branded bagel, which is baked on a
stone-soled oven -a unique process to
MLB in  UK bagel  production and a

distinct advantage over the
competition.

The lighthearted ad was played across
the UK throughout October and
November with activity aimed  primarily
at female viewers ages 25 to 45.  Early
indications proved the ad's success,
with sales up over 25 percent in the
first two weeks since the commercial
was aired.

Almost six weeks after the ad was
launched,  Maple Leaf received some
fantastic news. The ad made it into
Marketing  magazine's prestigious
Adwatch. This is a  listing of the top 20
highly memorable ads that consumers
have seen in the past week,
independently measured  by Taylor
Nelson Sofres (TNS).  It is the first time

we have ever made it into Adwatch.

The table  is usually filled with  ''big

spenders'', such as Kellogg's,  Coca Cola

and  Ford.

For New York Bagels to hit the top 20
is an  incredible achievement. The ad
held  17th position with  Pantene, a
leading shampoo brand.

+   +,   c,

plant  expansion  at
Olivieri  Foods

Vancouver
BY      PIERRE      PLAMONDON,       OLIVIERl

01ivieri
West marked a new day on Oct.10, 2006.
Returning from a complete  10-day plant

shutdown,  employees from Olivieri's Vancouver,  British

Columbia plant walked  in and couldn't believe what had
happened to their production facility.

All three lines -filled, flat and sauce -had  been moved to
make room for a new plant layout that featured an
additional filled  pasta line and state-of-the-art technology.
Operators had to be retrained to operate their new
equipment and familiarize themselves with the revised
traffic patterns.  A new day had come!

The plant expansion was a  result of Olivieri  Foods' need to
increase its production and support an aggressive sales

growth target. The new plant setup will also ensure that we
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Team members at Olivieri Vancouver include: (back row, L.R) Pierre
Plamondon, Operations Manager; Alex Grigoriev, Production Supervisor;
Erie De Los Fteyes, Production Supervisor; Hernani Sumaydeng, Machine
Operator; Mohammed Kassam, Production Manager; Hector Zeledon,
Production Supervisor; (front row, L-R) Jeniiifer Gerow, Maintonanco
Supervisor; Pamela Phillips, QA Supervisor; and Salvador Co-Ling,
lvlachine Operator and Union Steward.

maintain our commitment to food safety and the
environment.

We are extremely thankful to all employees who
demonstrated many of the MLF values (Be Performance
Driven,  Continuously Improve and  Be Externally Focused) by

working long hours for several months to ensure that there
was no disruption to our customers during the shutdown.
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Foreion  w

Overcome
BY     CARMEN     TOWNS

MAPLE      LEAF      FRESH

orkers  help  plants

staff shortages
E  N  I)  '

F00l}S      (POULTRY)

„ By 2011 '

immigrants are
expected  to account for
all  net Canadian  labour
force growth,  and for

all  net population

growth by 2031. "
Source: www.hireimmigrants.ca

Is your plant experiencing the sting
of staffing challenges? An

economic boom, coupled with the
diminishing  labour force,  has severely

impacted the unemployment rates and
staffing  levels of many organizations,

particularly in the province of Alberta.
Employers such as Maple Leaf Foods are
finding  it more difficult to staff locally,

and have been forced to supplement
local  recruiting efforts with foreign
initiatives in order to meet the needs of
customers.

Maple Leaf has been  involved  in out-of-
country recruiting for several years. Our
Pork plant in  Brandon,  Manitoba  has

successfully sponsored several  hundred
recruits from  EI  Salvador to date and  is
currently kicking off a  new recruiting
initiative  in  China.

In an effort to alleviate some of the
challenges caused  by labour shortages,
two Alberta Maple Leaf plants recently

joined forces to bring foreign workers
into Canada.   Representatives from
Maple Leaf Consumer Foods -Pork in
Lethbridge, Alberta and Maple Leaf
Consumer Foods -Poultry in  Edmonton,
Alberta traveled to EI Salvador last
September to bring a group of workers
who had been granted Temporary
Work Permits to Canada, as well as
recruit additional foreign workers for
their facilities.

The foreign recruitment process starts
with  Maple Leaf applying for a  Labour
Market Opinion through  Human
Resources and Social  Development
Canada (HRSDC) for permission to bring

Shown is a group of new workers in EI Salvador who were brotJght to Canada in September 2006.

Unemployment Rate,  Canada and Provinces
SeasonallyAdjusted

Alberta

OCT SEPT OCT
2006 2006 2005

3.0% 3.5% 4.0%

British  Columbia 4.6% 4.8O/a 5.1%

Saskatchewan 3.9% 4.3% 5.2%    i

Manitoba 4.2% 4.4% 4.5%

Ontario 6.4% 6.6% 6.4%

Quebec 7.7% 8.0% 8.3%

New Brunswick 8,1O/o 8.9% 10.9%

Nova  Scotia 8.2% l JOHo 8.6%

Prince  Edward  Island 11.1% 10.8% 11.2%

Nfld.  Lab. 14.2O/a 14.1% 15.2O/o

Canada 6.2% 6.4% 6.6O/o

Source:  hre.gov.ab.ca

in temporary foreign workers. Once
approved,  Maple Leaf may proceed
with overseas recruitment.  Each worker
recruited by Maple Leaf must then
apply for a one-year visa as part of the
Temporary Foreign Worker program
through Citizenship and  Immigration
Canada  (CIC).

A great deal of time and planning  is
spent helping the new workers settle in
Canada. Their immediate needs include

English as a Second  Language (ESL)

training, housing, transportation and
adjustments to both the community
and their new work environment.
Some of these issues are challenging.  In
Edmonton, for example, the apartment
vacancy rate has fallen from 4.5 per
cent to  1.5 per cent in the past six
months,   making  it very difficult to find
rental accommodations.

After the new workers are established
ih Canada and in their new careers, we
can then take advantage of the food

processing  industry pilot project set up
between Alberta Economic
Development (AED) and Alberta
Agriculture,  Food and  Rural
Development (AAFRD) to nominate
low-skilled workers under the Provincial

Nominee Program (PNP) so that they
may permanently remain  in Canada.

MapleleafFoods|ls""4\#



Sharintl  a  Passion  tor  [oodul
BY      CHERYL      LONG,

E  I)  I  T  0  R  -  I  N  -  C  H  I  E  F

If
anyone has a passion for food,
it's  Kathryn  Fitzwilliam.  Not only

is she an avid cook who enjoys
dishing  up culinary delights for family

and friends,  but she is also responsible

for launching  Maple Leaf's Food Centre

of  Excellence.

Kathryn brought her extensive
background  in advertising and
marketing to Maple Leaf Foods last
March, stepping  in as Corporate Vice
President,  Marketing  Resources.  In  her

new role, she is also responsible for the
Innovation and  Marketing Share

groups, the consumer website,
Consumer Affairs and the Global
Nutrition Task  Force.

"The Food Centre of Excellence will

create a collaborative environment to
help increase the variety and
effectiveness of MLF new product
development as well  as being a  place
to interact with our customers and
consumers to create new products, "
she explained.

Creating  more profitable relationships
with consumers through the Maple Leaf
brands is a key goal for the Marketing
Resources team.  Building  new

processes, capabilities, communication
channels and best practices will  help the
Company realize that goal.

''We are undergoing an evaluation of

MLF research practices to develop
enhanced consumer research
capabilities across the company. The

Global  Nutrition team  is evaluating

MLF's position  relative to the ever-

growing  health and wellness issue and
preparing recommendations on how
best for Maple Leaf to respond,"
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Kathryn Fitz`A/illiam, her husband Jim Kabrajee and children Sarah and Alexander.

Kathryn said.  `'Renovating and

revamping the Maple Leaf web site is
another high priority for our team."

An  English  Literature graduate from the
University of Western Ontario in
London, Ontario,  Kathryn stepped into
the world of advertising with a focus on
new business development.  Her list of
employers and  clients includes Ogilvy

and  Mather, Axmith Mclntyre Wicht,
DDB  Needham,  Labatt,  Nabisco and
Heinz.

In the mid-1990s,  Kathryn switched
career gears and joined the  ''client"
side as Vice President of Marketing for

the SoapBerry Shop,  a small Canadian

start-up company.  In  1995, she took on
the role of Director of Consumer
Communication for Kraft Canada and
was promoted to Vice President in 2004.
In that position, she was responsible for
several  marketing  resources functions,
including advertising,  media,

packaging, promotions, the Kraft
Kitchens, CRM and the call centre

representing more than  $100 million  in

annual  spending.

'' .. .I  negotiated the first TV production

deal for Kraft to produce a weekly half-
hour TV show to be shown in Quebec.



Oue'ce qu/. in//.otte (What's Cooking?)
became the number one food show in
Quebec (based on total audience)  in  its
first  12  months on  air.''

With such a diverse background,
Kathryn was well-prepared for the
challenges she would face at Maple
Leaf.

''My role is to create common standards

and approaches to marketing
capabilities across the company,"
Kathryn explained.  ''This requires both

a solid understanding of what locs are
doing today and a productive working
relationship with  IOC representatives to
effect change.

'`1 am fortunate to work with some

terrific people on a number of share

groups and teams (Marketing,
Innovation,  Global  Nutrition,  Food

Centre and Consumer Affairs) to help
with this challenge."

Because Maple Leaf Foods is on  `'a  path

of tremendous change'', Kathryn
emphasizes the importance of focusing
on business and keeping both
customers and consumers satisfied.
Change also opens the door to
opportunities, creating a work
environment that brings immense
satisfaction.

''On-the-job fun for me is about

creating  new things and discussing  new
ideas,"  Kathryn said.  '`My role at yaple
Leaf is all  about change and creating
new processes and capabilities. So,I am

having  lots of fun."

Kathryn considers herself both a

persistent person -''my husband calls
that being stubborn!" -and an eternal
optimist.  ''1  always believe that there is

a solution to any problem. Some issues

just take longer to solve than others.
But there is always an answer."

Outside of work, fun also means
traveling with  husband Jim  Kabrajee,
owner/partner of Marshall  Fenn
Communications lnc., an advertising

and  public relations agency with offices
in Toronto and  Las Vegas, and their two
children,  Sarah,10,  and Alexander,  7.

''Last year, our family took a

sightseeing  holiday to London,  England.

The kids are great travelers. We hope to

make our next family adventure a trip
through  Italy,"  she said.

Next on  Kathryn's  personal wish  list  is

swimming with dolphins and going on
safari  in Africa.  In the meantime, she

plans to continue developing her
cooking  skills.

"(ln 2006),I took a  month-long cooking

course at the Calphalon Cooking Centre
in Toronto and  loved  it.  I`d  like to keep

challenging  myself."

Name:  Kathryn  Fitzwjlliam

Title: Corporate Vice President,  Marketing  Resources,  Maple Leaf Foods

Place of Residence: Toronto, Ontario

What do you like to do in your spare time? I love to cook and entertain family
and friends.  I own  160 cookbooks ....  I guess that makes me passionate about
food!  I  love to travel and  read.

Favourite movie: I have two all-time favourite movies, both of which were

produced in the same year... a long time ago -Gone with the Wind and The
Wizard of Oz.  I have watched them both dozens of times.

Favourite book:  I  love to read.   I am a  ''magazine-aholic"  and  reading a  book
is a  real  luxury for me.   Recent favourite books include the autobiography of

Queen  Noor, The Kite Runner, The Secret Life of Bees,  Blink and Good to
Great.

Favourite childhood memory: I remember Toronto at Christmas time as being

quite magical. The excitement would start with the Santa Claus parade. I
remember my parents taking me to see the animated Christmas windows at
Simpson's and Eaton's on Queen Street, followed by a visit with Santa in the
store.

Favourite Maple Leaf product? Maple Leaf Fully Cooked  Roasts.  I am our
target consumer.   I work full time,  have two little kids and one big kid (my
husband)! When I get home from work,I have approximately 29 minutes to

get dinner on the table or risk a  major family meltdown.  Roast pork in  10
minutes is perfect.
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Creating  retail  theatre  in  the  in-store  bakery

BY      EMILY      LIANG,      MAPLE

LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

exciting shopping experience for their
customers. The  Kroger sales team for
ML Frozen  Bakery was quick to latch

on to the movement through the
introduction of in-line Grace  Baking
''kiosks"  in  premium  Kroger stores.

These kiosks were developed to
showcase fresh baked artisan breads in
the bakery and to create theatre and
boutique shopping within the store.

They have a  built-in sampling  unit,

allowing customers to try different
flavors before making their purchase.
The sampling  units were designed to
be interactive: when customers request
samples, the bakery associate could
start a conversation about the bread
and the Grace Baking brand while
recommending their favourite flavor,
helping the consumer make an
educated  purchase. The kiosks are a

great way to build brand  loyalty while
also developing the salesmanship of
bakery associates.

The first kiosk was installed  last June at

a  new Kroger store  in  Indianapolis,

Indiana.  Since  its  launch, the sales

results have been outstanding. That

particular store is selling an average of
200 loaves per week compared to an
average of 24 loaves per week in other
stores of the same division. Word of
the success has spread to Kroger
Corporate office and other Kroger
divisions,  prompting the installation of

additional Grace kiosks. To date, there
are five kiosks in  place in the Midwest

and  Kroger is considering  having more
built in-house to accommodate
demand.

Cindy and Troy, Kroger instore bakery
managers, prepare to service their customers
with their new Grace Baking kiosk. The kiosk
helps increase the level of interaction bet`^/een
customers and the baking staff.



action

Sharino  I
BY      ALISON COpOc

MAPLE   LEAFMaple::: FOODfFoodsI4thAnr

Knowledge  Exchange (lTKE)

Talk" -conference in Port C

knowledge at  ITKE
AND      MARY      DE      VRIES,

S      CORPORATE

CIS hosted

nual  IT

) -,,Let's

Ontario last summer. CIO Pat Ressa

kicked off the conference with a story
and relevant quote:  ''Why not go out
on a  limb? That is where the fruit is.
This comment speaks volumes.  It

embodies the notion that we can get
better results."

The conference provided attendees
with the opportunity to exchange
knowledge, share ideas, find new ways
to deal with current issues and enjoy
the MLF brands. The lTKE committee
went out on a limb by introducing
"Communities of Practice" -key

components of a continuous learning
strategy. We learn  in many ways, from
training,  mentoring, coaching,  manuals,
conferences and formal education.  Each

is important, however,  learning from
our colleagues in the context of our
day-to-day challenges provides us with
a high quality edge that makes us a
successful and respected company.

Communities of Practice explores what
exists, what kind of knowledge is
valuable, what is needed and how to

grow and share that knowledge
effectively. There were  170 enthusiastic
attendees who collaborated in groups
during the all-day seminar to discuss

areas of importance, training,  learning
community and Best Practices, to name
a few.

During the first day, a representative
from each CIS team introduced their
team through a presentation. Pat Ressa
had the difficult job of judging this
competition. The presentations were
very diverse, well thought out and very

entertaining.  Pat divided the
competition into three categories:
Clarity,  Creativity and Comedy.

Consumer Foods won for the comedy
category for their karaoke presentation.
Creativity went to Integrated
Competency Centre for the Trumpster
theme. Chicago Frozen Bakery won the
Clarity category for their presentation
on  Mission Impossible 2. We had several

guest speakers.  Rick Young from
Consumer Foods updated us on recent
happenings in the Maple Leaf Foods
world,  including merger updates and
updates on the move to the new
Meadowvale location.  Bruce Miyashita
and  Mark Baboolal from Six Sigma

discussed the new Green  Belt
certification program and Control  plans.

The lTKE Committee made a huge
contribution to SG&A savings by
economizing where possible,  including

the use of Maple Leaf products on the
menu. We would  like to thank all

presenters and volunteers for making
this event possible.

Shown are participants in the 4th Annual lT
Knowledge Exchange.

Tall  Ships -conft.nued from page 2

This story wouldn`t be complete
without acknowledging that the
Pathfinder crew managed to get some
of the judges up the mast to the top of
the rigging or, as the veterans would
say,  ''out on the yard''. The view was
amazing! We could see the crowd

gathered along the Port Dover dock,
numbering  in the thousands, and not
one person  in the crowd could
appreciate the degree of difficulty that
Jim Hilchey had endured to get to the

top.   Hats off to Alison Copoc, the

young mother of two teenagers, who
had made the trip up the rigging as if
she were a  13-year-old that knew no
fear.

On a side note, Alison  had signed  up
her 15-year-old son Clay as a trainee as
well as her daughter Courtney on
Pathfinder later in the summer. The two
did such a great job during this
adventure that they were invited back
for the winter program to become Petty

Officers for the following summer

program. The teens learn valuable life
skills,  including  seamanship,  self-

reliance, teamwork,  leadership,  marine
navigation and  piloting,  dependability

and respect.

The Tall Ship Adventure program

(www.tallshipadventures.on.ca)  is also
offered to adults and is an excellent
option to team-building.
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Green  Belts  learn,  participate  and  lead

Six  Sigma  every  day
COMPILED      BY      LISA      BLACKSTIEN,      MAPLE      LEAF      Fool)S      CORPORATE

The  new Green  Belt Certification  progl'am gives  employees  more  options
to  learn  and  apply Six Sigma  concepts and  tools.  Employees can
customize  their approach  to  certificaLion  by applying Six Sigma  tools  and
concepts on  the  job.  Below we  profile  Green  Belts and  the various ways
they're  using Six Sigma.

Maple  Leaf  Consumer  Foods  (Kitchener,  Ontario)
Green Belt: Catherine  Hand field,  Supply Chain Analyst

Catherine  is the first Green  Belt (GB)

within all of Maple Leaf Foods to
reach  Level 3 Certification. She has

led several Six Sigma projects and  has

been a project team member. Her
biggest challenge was a project on
Defect Reduction in chicken fingers
at the Brantford, Ontario facility. As

part of the Improve phase, Catherine
designed, ran, and analyzed two

large Designed Experiments with the help of her team.
Almost three years later, the Control Plan that she developed
is still  closely followed  at the facility.

Maple  Leaf Animal  Nutrition  (Guelph,  Ontario)
Green Belt: Annette Heim,  National Account Manager,
Pet Food

Annette has achieved her GB Level 2 Certification -the first
to reach this milestone in  MLAN. Currently, Annette is
creating a control  plan with coaching from a  Black Belt (88).

It will be used with Loblaws to develop better ord'er patterns
to minimize out of stocks from their distribution centres. As a
separate initiative,  she is preparing a Quality Function
Deployment (QFD), also for Loblaws, to better understand
her key customer's needs. Annette hopes to achieve her Level
3 certification so she can apply to become a GB Coach.
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Maple  Leaf  Frozen  Bakery  (Richmond,  California)
Green Belt: Angel Ortiz, Junior Plant Accountant

Faced with a  major inconsistency in the 2007  budget, Angel
sought coaching on the problem to improve the situation.
He knew he had to fix the budgeting error, but wanted to
improve the entire situation and not just `'put in a short term
fix''. Angel  process mapped  his budget planning  process to
identify the root cause, along with the inputs and outputs to
develop a standardized process for the next year's budget

preparation activities. The process included  monthly control

points to make the year end budget process less painful and
a standard template for all plants.

Maple  Leaf  Fresh  Foods  (Brandon,  Manitoba)
Green Belt: Shyril  Parsons,  Export Manager, Western Canada

Shyril was the first person  in  MLFF awarded GB  Level 2

Certification. She has used control charting and analysis of
variance to confirm differences in  invoicing by load,  by day

and by order. She has also coached her reports through

process mapping for their respective functions. As a GB
project leader, Shyril worked with a cross-location team to
improve documentation. Currently, she is active as Process
Owner on a 88 project to standardize and bring consistency
to the MLFF Distribution function.



Where are your fire extinguishers?
BY     JASON      WILLIAMS,      CANADA

Do you know where the fire extinguishers
are in your workplace facility? Are they
hidden or out of sight due to equipment
or storage blockage? ls it possible that a
fire extinguisher is right next to where

you work and you don`t even know it?

BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

Fire extinguishers can  be difficult to see if

the  line of sight is partially or fully

blocked.   Your facility may have a similar

set-up. Safety should be everyone's

priority. Show your commitment by
ensuring that you and your co-workers

are aware of the location of the safety
and fire equipment, and consider new
locations where the line of sight can  be
improved.
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A  oulinary  adventure  in  New York  City
BY      CHRISTINE      PELLEY,      CANADA      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

I  hope  this  article
inspires you  to enter
this year's  Passionate
About Food  Innovation
contest.  The  contest

prize  of a  Culinary
Tour  in  New York City
with  Christine
Chamberlain was an
adventure that
changed  the way I
taste and  think.

IL
is human  nature to be curious.
Prior to the Culinary Tour,I  had

a curiosity and awareness of
the food industry and an interest in
understanding our customers and
competitors.  I thought I understood
the Leadership Edge Value,  External
Focus.  I was wrong.  It's not "External

Awareness'';  it's `'External  Focus".

Christine, who is Director, Culinary

Strategy,  knows how to craft a diverse
and fun experience that would push
the boundaries of anyone's taste buds.
She gave me advice before the trip
that proved to be very valuable: keep
an open mind, wear comfortable shoes
and be ready to taste, taste, taste. I
expected that we would taste and talk
about food. What I didn't expect was
to learn how to exper/.ence food. You
learn about food through all five
senses.  It is more than sight, taste and
smell.
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(L-R) Christine Pelley's husband Gavin MacDonald, Christine Chamberlain, Director, Culinary Strategy,
and Christine Pelley,  Six Sigma Black Belt, Canada Bread Fresh Bakery, are shown at the Hudson Hotel
in New York City last summer.

On the first day of the trip, we went
for breakfast on Broadway. The food
was simple -a  bagel from  H&H  Bagel

with smoked salmon and scallion
cream cheese from Zabar's.  We made
our purchases, picked up a few napkins
and proceeded outside.  My husband
and  I  looked around for a table but
there were none in sight. I turned to
look for Christine and take her lead.
She was in the middle of Broadway.
Christine set up a  Manhattan  picnic on
Broadway at 80th and we had
breakfast on a bench at a busy
intersection during  morning traffic.  I

will never forget my first taste of New
York. I will forever remember how the
warm sourdough bagel tasted in
association with the sound and feeling
of yellow city cabs speeding by.

The next unexpected aspect of the trip
involved learning how to learn about
food: This is where the comfortable
shoe advice paid off.  During the first
two days, we toured large retail
markets, small specialty food stores
and the Union Square Green  Market.
We observed trends in food offerings
and display methods. There was
consistent evidence of the retailer
educating the consumer about food

origin and  preparation.  For example,

at the Fairway Market there was a
sampling display of olive oil educating

the customer about the origin of the
olive in a way that was similar to how
the vineyard is identified on a bottle of
wine. The display material explained

how to use each variety of oil and
offered suggestions for preparation.
The trend of customer education
appeared on packaging,
merchandising  material and store walls
throughout the marketplace.

Market tours are a great way to
investigate trends and check out the
industry. To my surprise,  market tours
only tell  part of the story. Christine
introduced an entirely different way to
learn about food -through design. I
had never thought of the link between
food trends and tableware design. We
went to an exhibit at the Cooper-
Hewitt National  Design  Museum called
''Feeding  Desire: Tools of the Trade'',

showcasing the evolution of table
tools.  Later, we put our observations to
use during visits to stores that
specialized  in culinary tools:  Dean and

Deluca, Williams-Sonoma  and Sur La

Table. Trends in taste can be identified
by the product offerings at stores

Adventure -conft.nued on page j9



I          Canada Bread Fresh, Etobicoke, Ontario

BY      NICOLE      W

MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS

CORPORATE

People from across our global operations -
Germany to Landmark,  Delta to Canard -
all  rolled up their sleeves and took part in
Maple Leaf Community Day held on Oct.
16'  2006.

Our event was held to coincide with
World Food  Day, which  is recognized  in
150 countries as a day to raise awareness
of global hunger issues. Created with the

goal that ''food for all" should become a
human right for present and future

generations, World Food Day provided a
natural fit for our Community Day
activities around the globe.

Here's a sampling of the day's activities.

Maple Leaf employees in Japan supported
local farms;  people  in  Surrey,  British

Columbia, Toronto,  Ontario, Chicago (Des

Plaines),  Illinois and  Brandon,  Manitoba

served meals to people in need;
employees from  Guelph and  Hamilton,
Ontario stocked shelves and organized
food  banks; and  in  Hanover,  Ontario and
the UK, they helped out with school
breakfast programs.

Overall, hundreds of hours were dedicated
to helping the less fortunate. Our
employees' actions and enthusiasm clearly
shcNIed that we are passionate people,.

passionate about foodl.
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Guy Lussier, (left) General Manager, Quebec
Region presents the $300 prize to Rothsay
employee Joseph Pietrantonio.

Energy  is
everyone's
business
BY      DANY      BOURGAULT,

ROTHSAY

Rothsay held their first annual
energy barbecue in Ville Ste-
Catherine, Quebec on Sept. 14, 2006.
Organizers had asked several
suppliers to submit different ideas
on how to reduce energy
consumption at work and at home.
During the event, employees had an
opportunity to visit various displays
outlining different ways to save
energy.

Employees in Ville Ste-Catherine
also participated in a contest to
come up with a slogan encouraging

people to be more energy conscious.
Driver Joseph Pietrantonio won a
$300 prize for his original concept:
"Energy Is Everyone's Business."

Thanks to everyone who made this
day a success and special thanks to
the organizers, without whom this
day would not have taken place. We
hope to see everybody again next

year.
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Maple  Leaf's  2nd  annual
slo-pitch  tournament
BY      LINDA      KIM,      MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS      CIS

Congratulations Canada Bread Fresh Quebec and the Brantford Canadiens! Fresh Quebec
won the competitive division and the Brantford Canadiens won the rec division at the 2nd
annual Slo-Pitch tournament held last summer in Cambridge, Ontario.

The number of teams grew from eight to 12 last year. Participants were:  CF 3rd floor,
Eglinton office, Brantford Mixed Nuts (CF Brantford -plant), Brantford Canadiens (CF
Brantford -office) , Mighty Sigmites (Six Sigma), Razorbacks (Rothsay -Moorefield), Team
Fun Buns (CB 10 Four Seasons), Pork Back Fat (FF -Burl), Corporate Raiders (St. Clair),
CB Fresh Quebec and three teams from GIS -Coming In Sliding, Dawgs and Moldy Oldies.

Thanks to all the captains, participants and Vern, Craig and Holly! AIl proceeds were
donated to Camp Wanakita. This year's tournament will be held May 25-26 at Cambridge
Ice Park. Anyone interested in entering a team should e-mail Linda Kim
(lindakim@excite.com) or Craig Young O'oungcR @mapleleaf.ca) for further information.

Brantford Canadions rec division Champions: (top row, I-Ft) Roger Kendall, CIlarlie Johnston, Kam
Ftamcharan, Dave Mantini, Dave Stanovie, Nelly Cresswell, Dave Wunder, (bottom row, I-R) Any Mattliews,
Ftoch Homier, Scott Matthews, Kris Groves and Terra Ftamage. Missing from the photo are Marlene Blais and
Craig Cassar.

CB Fresh Quebec competitive dlvlsion champions: (top row, L-R) Denis Beaudoln, Michel Bolduc, Mario
Giguore, Plerie Diotte, Martin Ladouceur, Robelt Couture, Eric Brouillard, Alain Giroux, (middle row, L-R)
Chantal Raymond, Chantal Ferron, Suzanne Joyal, (bottom row, I-Ft) Daniel Crete, Chloe Giguere, Samuel
Bolduc al)d Michel Clermont.



Rothsay's 4th  annual  Terry
Fox corporate challenge
Rothsay participated in the 4th annual Terry Fox corporate challenge
on Sept.17, 2006. Last year, Rothsay's team of 25 participants was
thrilled to place sixth out of the top 10 corporate teams. This year, 33
employees and family members gathered at ``The Forks" in Winnipeg,
Manitoba to join in the fight against cancer, raising approximately
Sl,loo. Thanks to all of our participants for your support and
unbreakable spirit!

Adventure -confi.nued from page 16

selling cooking gadgets, tableware and
kitchen tools.  For example, salt serving

pieces were available in  many forms
beyond the traditional shaker. We saw
salt graters and even a salt boat -a

product of the recent popularity of
various types of salt.

Between the museum, design stores
and markets, we sampled treats and
savoured meals that covered a wide
variety of food categories. The tasting
and trend identification lessons that
Christine gave along the way set up a
foundation for our visit to the Fancy
Food Show on the final day of the trip.

The official directory for the event was

Adriane Friesen, (left) Accountant, Landmark Feeds and Nora
Platl:e, Accounting Clerk, Landmark Feeds, participate iri the Q&A
session following the plant tour.

Landmark  Feeds
staff tour  Brandon
meat  processing
plant
On Sept. 28, 2006, Todd Buhr, Finance Director,
arranged for the entire finance team to take a tour
of the Maple Leaf Pork processing plant in
Brandon, Manitoba. Matthias Modersohn, Ham
Boning Supervisor, and Kevin Wardle, Production
Supervisor, conducted the two-hour tour. The staff
witnessed the entire process from the gate to the
final packaged product.

over 550 pages and the exhibit space
filled 322,000 square feet. There was
excitement in the air as we waited for
the entry gates to open. Once inside,

people bustled among the rows of
booths and displays. There were rows
upon rows of people devoting their
lives to food. The passion, respect and
care for food was awe-inspiring.
Exhibitors ranged from small family

businesses to  large-scale manu-
facturers. The day was fast-paced
serious business.

I was fortunate to be with a pro.
Christine zipped up and down the rows
of booths like a New York City cab on
Broadway. She provided running
commentary about flavours, trends,

brands, companies and the food
industry, as I tried to soak up as much as

possible.

Focus requires action.  My personal

transition from having  External
Awareness to having  External  Focus
centres on the discovery that a real
focus on food means inquisitive
observation using all five senses, a
disciplined commitment to
experimentation and an optimistic
desire to embrace the unusual!

After a weekend with Christine
Chamberlain,  my taste buds will  never
be the same. I've always loved food but
now I understand what it means to be

passionate about it.
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Landmark  Nutrition  earns CE0  Silver Award

BY      ROB      DOWN,      MAPLE      LEAF

AIHMAL     NUTRITloN

The staff at the Landmark Nutrition

premix facility in Landmark, Manitoba
received the CEO Silver Award for Safety
Excellence on Oct. 25, 2006. This is only
the second time that a Landmark Feeds

plant has received such an award,
recognizing the team for not having a
lost-time injury in over three years.

Celebrations were held at the Pine Ridge
Hollow restaurant in Bird's Hill Park.
Employees, along with special guests,
were invited to celebrate this
achievement over a delicious dinner
buffet.

Scott Mccain congratulated the staff for
reaching a major milestone in health
and safety and shared these Landmark
Nutrition safety statistics with the group:

•   Last experienced a lost-time injury on

Aug.1, 2003, approximately 94,600
hours worked

Celebrating three years with no lost-time injuries al.e: (back row, I-Ft) Daren l{ennett (VP Western Region),
Chris Markwood rvp MLAN), Ramona Dirks, Scott Mccain (COO MLF), Colin Peters, Tim Schroeder, Phil
Vanderzalm, Scott Ftichardsori, Blent Belluk (Director Business Operations), (middle row, I-R) F!udy
Doerksen (Director lvlanufacturing), Rob Down (Manager OHS MLAN), Janice Schultz, Smitha Ftamakrlshna
(MT OHS MLF), Carol Jones, Anthony Koop, Howard MCGraw (Director OHS MLF), Brad Spielmacher, Ariane
Mackwaychuck, Chris Klassen, Kelvin Plett, (front row, L-R) Ron Profontaine, Blaine Cochrane (Director
Production Operations), Karin Koop, Hector Gallardo and Molissa Kraynuk. Missing from photo are Oliver
Jones and Pan Neufeld.

•   Has had three lost-time injuries since

the plant first opened in February
1999 with just 35 days of work lost in
total

•   Has had only two medical aid injuries

since the plant opened

•   Has achieved these results without

the use of a light duties program

Employees were presented with a

plaque and a Landmark Nutrition/MLF
embroidered winter jacket in
appreciation of their safety
achievement.

At SYSCO Foodservice Canada's annual
conference, the team from Maple Leaf
Frozen Bakery and Olivieri were
awarded SYSCO's platinum Supplier
Award out of a supplier group that
consisted of over 400 vendors. Rankings
were judged on a variety of criteria,
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Shown are: (I-R) Bari Bawdy (SYSCO Canada), Brian Todd (SYSCO Canada), Lou Hagias (Frozen Bakery),
Evain Sogalowitz (Frozen Bakery), Jacques Boudreau (Frozen Bakery) and Laurie Bishop (Frozen Bakery).

including sales growth, fill rates,
innovation and selling relationships
across the entire country. This is an
award earned by each and every

individual in both organizations and is
no small accomplishment.
Congratulations on quite an
achievement!



New  direct

store  delivery

technology  at

CB  Fresh
BY      MARTIN      LAVOIE      AND

NATHALIE       LAGANIERE,

CANADA      BREAD      FRESH

BAKERY

Can you  imagine using a seven-
year-old cell  phone to make

calls or an antiquated VHS in your state-
of-the-art home theatre? Of course not!

For over seven years,  Canada  Bread
Fresh  has been  using the same
technology to deliver its products daily
on  its  1,200 routes. While these units

have served us well, they no longer offer
the necessary expandability to support
the features needed for today's sales
force.  In addition, their ever-mounting
maintenance costs make it even more
urgent that we replace them.

In this context, Canada  Bread  Fresh will

soon be renewing its electronic data

processing equipment used  in direct
store delivery (DSD), that is,  handheld

computers and portable printers. New
technologies such as wireless printing on

thermal  paper and electronic signature
capture will soon be integrated into our
new business processes. Other major
benefits will occur in the areas of sales
execution efficiencies and ordering

capabilities.

A national Six Sigma  project was

launched in October 2004 to oversee the
selection and implementation of the
new technology. It required the
involvement of various participants

across functional  units and  regions. The
first pilot region was Quebec in  May

2006 and deployment is scheduled to
continue throughout 2007.

Championed  by Eric P.  Martin,  CB  Fresh

VP Information Systems, with strong
support from Corporate Information
Services  (CIS)  and  led  by  Black  Belt

Martin  Lavoie, the project team went on
to plan and execute a DMADV approach.

This initiative is a  perfect example of

applying our core values. As is often the
case in  large projects encompassing
multiple regions and functional  units

with a  high  level of technical complexity,

Six Sigma change management tools
and  rigorous analysis practices assist  in

making such  large endeavours a success.

Doing what is right while striving to
make fact-based decisions was key to
the technology selection process.
Furthermore, strong and decisive
executive support played a significant
role  in  maintaining  our bias for action.

The main driver in  making the right

choice the first time was conducting
extensive Voice of Customer (VOC)
collection  and  prioritization  nationally

with our Franchisees, Sales,  Route

Accounting, Accounts Receivables,

Corporate and CB  Fresh  ls groups.

Gathering and discussing over 400 VOCs
was a difficult but worthwhile exercise.
It allowed  us to share a common visiori
not only about the technology,  but how
it would support our corporate strategy.

It also helped  remove bias from the
selection  process, which  is important
when you have 11  software and four
hardware vendors to evaluate.  Finally,
we even used a reverse auction to secure
the lowest possible software and
hardware prices. A reverse auction  is an
event where each vendor sees bidding
information from their competitors, thus
allowing for maximum  price

compression. Without the rigor of Six
Sigma, this would  have been difficult to

achieve.

Career fairs
attract

prospective
recruits
BY      LISA      BARR,      MAPLE      LEAF

CONSUMER      FOODS

aple Leaf Consumer Foods

(MLCF) successfully hosted  its
first career fair on Sept.18, 2006

with over 600 eager applicants speaking
to our hiring managers about a

potential career with the company. The
event was held at the Delta Meadowvale
Resort and Conference Centre in
Mississauga,  Ontario and was advertised
in  local  newspapers and at local

universities and colleges.

A few days later,  MLCF attended a
career fair hosted by Certified
Management Accountants (CMA) at the
Metro Toronto Convention Centre in
Toronto,  Ontario.   MLCF was joined by
representatives from the Company's
corporate office and Canada  Bread.
Maybe it was the Schneiders Hot Rods
we distributed or our eye-catching

display, but the event was well-attended
by applicants interesting  in  learning

what Maple  Leaf looks for when hiring
employees and how they could become

part of such a great company!

Attending the MLCF career fair are: (clockwise from
left) Todd Tessier, Corporate;  Tim Cowling, Canada
Bread; Mark Binko, Canada Bread;  and Lisa Barr,
MLCF.

MapleLea""ds|lssu"4%



HOw  big  is  big

when  we're  talking

portion  size?

Use this quiz to test your portion size
smarts. Find the correct answers in the
article, Super-sized  portions no more.

1.  Making  healthy food  choices  is  more

important than the amount of food you
eat:  (Choose one)

a)True       b)False

2.  A healthy serving size of meat is

about the size of:  (Choose one)

a)  Half a dinner plate

b) A deck of cards
c) A watch
d) A quarter

3. A  healthy serving size of pasta  is

about the size of:  (Choose one)

a) Your fist

b) Your head
c) A soup bowl
d) A dinner plate

4.   Using the diagram that accompanies
this article,  determine how much space

on the dinner plate should  be taken  up
by Vegetables,  Grains 8i Starches,  and

Meat & Alternatives:
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Superlsized  portions
no  more
BY      LOUISE      HUNEAULT,      GUEST      COLUMNIST

Even if you make healthy food choices, the amount of food you eat is equally as
important.  North Americans have become accustomed to larger-than-life fast food
and  restaurant portions. Steak sizes run anywhere from 6 to  16 oz.  (180-480 g) or
more when a healthy portion size of meat for an adult is about 2-3 oz. (50-100 g).
Super-sized portions are what we now consider to be  ''normal" and anything
smaller is seen as providing  less value for money.

One of the reasons many North Americans are overweight is because, somewhere
along the way, we changed our definition of healthy portion sizes. A serving size
isn't what you happen to put on your plate but rather is defined by guides such as
Canada's Guide to Healthy Eating or the Food Guide Pyramid  in the U.S.

Using visual cues is another easy way to determine healthy portion sizes for foods

you commonly eat. These may be smaller than you think:

Food  Group

Grains

Vegetables  &  Fruit

Milk  Products

Meat  &  Alternatives

Fat*

Serving size according
to Canada's Guide to  Healthy
Eating

1/2 cup of  pasta  or rice

1  medium  size vegetable or fruit

1  cup  of salad

3"xl"xl"  piece/50 g of cheese

50-100 g of meat

n/a*

Visual  cues to healthy

portion sizes

Size  of your fist

Size of tennis  ball

As  much  as you  can

hold  in  one  hand

Size of two dominoes

Size of deck of cards

Size of tip  ot thumb

Another way is to picture the common dinner plate.  Ever ask yourself how much
room on your plate should be dished up to the different food groups for\ daily
meals? The diagram on the next page helps you do just that.

clearly, there's a big emphasis on vegetables and for good reason. A recant
national survey published by Statistics Canada showed that, although a minimum of
five daily servings of vegetables and fruit is recommended, seven out of 10 children

ages four to eight, along with half of adults, do not meet this minimum.

There's also an emphasis on  lean  meats.  In Canada,  products carrying the  Heart &
Stroke Foundation's Health CheckTM symbol contribute to an overall  healthy diet.
Many of the Maple Leaf Fully Cooked  Meat Strips and  Roasts carry this symbol.

Remember to use the portion size cues and dinner plate visual as a way to make
wise choices at every meal. If you're stumped for ideas on how fill up the vegetable
half of your dinner plate, check out the www.greatmealsinminutes.com web site for
a wealth of recipes.
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Lot/Location

Control

BY     JIM      R00NEY,

MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

What is Lot/Location Control and why
did we make the decision to turn

it on  in Canada?

This is a process designed to capture the data
specific to a SKU based on the date of

production and to the SKU  position specific to
a warehouse location.  It was a necessary step
due to the merger of our Item Master File as

part of Project le.   By turning this function on,
we help support and maintain our business

goal to be a  low-cost producer.

Although this was a large undertaking, there
were two other options that the team had to
consider but they would have been inefficient
and unpractical based on the direction of
Project  le, which was  standardization.

The core team consisted of:  Ricardo
Hernandez,  Karim Saleh  (Rivermede); Vicente

Goquiolay, Trevor Wojick (Toronto Bagel);
Rose-Marie  Fabry,  Lison  Lupien  (Laval);

Mohammed Sheikh (Pita Delight);  Don

Easterbrook, Safeer Haider replaced by Jesse
Medeiros (Viceroy);   Dan  Novakowski, Cheryl

Bickford  ( Calgary); James  Rooney (Supply

Chain) Subject Matter Expert and David Wilson

(Black  Belt).

The team and their respective staff did an
amazing job at the execution, allowing the

project to go live as scheduled on Oct. 28,
2006.   Like most projects of this undertaking,
there was a learning curve but the team and
support structures are working out all the
bumps and doing so with conviction.

It takes many beyond the team to make a

project successful. We would  like to thank all
who helped make this a success.

MapwleafFoods|ls""4%
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Process  Owners  play  a  pivotal  role
BY      MARK      COCKLIN,      CANADA      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY      AND      LOIS      COMPTON,

MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

One
year ago, the rollout           Louisa: / mon/.tor the ent/.re process,
of the new Stage-
Gate process for

product development (PD) at Maple
Leaf Consumer Foods (MLCF) and

Canada  Bread  Fresh (CB) was

announced as the outcome of two large
Six Sigma  DMADV projects.

The new process breaks the activities
involved in developing a new product
into  `'Stages" where all of the analysis,
development and testing take place,
and '`Gates'', which are major
checkpoints at which the development

project must meet certain criteria
before it is permitted to go into the
next Stage (see graphic). The process
was designed to help target
development effort and investment in
new products that are most likely to be
successful, as well as improve our

teamwork and execution of
development projects and product
launches.

Last summer, both locs took an
important step forward by hiring
dedicated ''Process Owners" to manage
this process. This new, exciting role is so

critical to the ongoing success of the PD

process that we decided to visit the new
Process Owners to get their perspective
on the role's significance. Julie lstead,

Manager, Product Development
Process,  MLCF, and  Louisa Alexander,

Manager, Product Development
Process,  CB,  shared their insights.

Q:  What are your responsibilities as
a dedicated  Process Owner for the
Product Development Process?
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from preliminary investigation to

product launch, to ensure the process is
adding value.  I also manage the control

plan and coach users of the process,
who we call "Project Managers".

a:  How do you spend  most of your
time?

toulisa.. Early on, I helped to get the

process rolled out -revising forms,
compiling the project list, coaching
users on gate deliverables, etc. Now
that most Project Managers are
comfortable with the process, I spend
more of my time chairing the gate
meetings and fine-tuning the details of
the process so that we can execute
flawlessly.

Julie.. Currently,  I spend a lot of time on
training or coaching users through the

process. Second to that, I also spend
time refining the detailed process steps
at my IOC.

a:  What  is your relationship with
the Project Manager`s?  Do they
report to you?

Jut.ie.. No, project managers report to
their function leaders. I am in constant
contact with those functional leaders,
ensuring that new development

projects go through the stage-gate
process. I also sit on the cross-functional
process steering committee, which has
visibility to all projects. This permanent
team was established to serve as

gatekeepers for the process,
determining if each project is ready to

proceed to the next gate.

Newer employees usually need my help
to learn the process. Generally, when
Project Managers have received
training, they're likely to just go on
their own and follow the process. After
that, I give them coaching whenever
they need it.

Q:  Why don't more processes have
full-time  Process  Owners?  Why do
we  need dedicated  Process Owners
in  this case?

louiisa.. Many processes are specific to
one job or one functional area. In those
cases, a full-time Process Owner would
not be necessary -someone could
manage the process as part of their
functional duties.  By comparison,  PDP is
a very broad process that crosses many
functions (from marketing and product
development to manufacturing,
logistics, finance, etc.) Without a
dedicated Process Owner,  no single

person would have visibility of the
entire process and how well it is
working or where it needs
improvement.

Jul.ie-. By establishing a Process Owner to
oversee the entire cross-functional

process, we can ensure that the new
process will live on and be continuously
improved over time.

Q:  What's your favourite  part of
the job and what is the most
challenging?

touiisa.. At this early stage, the coaching
and interaction with the Project
Managers and team members has been
very enjoyable.

Process - continued on page 25



At the  Edge  steers  leaders to  new  learning
BY      STEVE      PILON,      MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

The Site Steering Committee is key
to success for Six Sigma At the

Edge. At Rivermede Frozen  Bakery in

Concord,  Ont.,  plant leadership team
members are part of the committee.
Before even considering the rollout
approach, the committee worked hard
to determine objectives, establish
timelines for goals and  build team

dynamics,  including  roles and

responsibilities using the GRpl  model

(goals,  roles,  process,  interpersonal).

It was not an easy accomplishment,
making sure that everyone had a role
and an equal say. It took a great deal of
transparency, feedback and coaching,
but I think it was well worth the effort.

The Characteristic Selection  Matrix tool

served an important function -
designing the plant rollout.  Criteria  used
included supervisor and employee
readiness, work group stability and the
impact of change on the employees.
Once work groups were established, the
team used a Work Breakdown Structure
and a RAScl (responsible, accountable,
support, consult,  inform) model to set
the action  plan.

Led  by Anthony Scire,  Rivermede Plant

Manager, the committee created a
communication  plan for the supervisors,
which was delivered at an offsite

gathering to address all questions. The

Rivermede Site Steering Committee members:
(back row, I-Ft) Kent Flesch, Maintenance
Manager; Steve Pilon, Six Sigma Site Coordinator;
Emma Horgan, HR Manager; Anthony Scire, plant
Manager; Tom Tinmouth, Production Manager;
Peter all, Health & Safety Manager; (front row, L-
R) Amandeep Sharma, QA Manager; and Tina
Capotorto, BIack Belt.

employee communication  plan  included
a general announcement followed by
small group meetings.  Rivermede's
supervisors and employees were
intrigued by At the Edge and eager to
begin.

I then  began training the supervisors
and  lead  hands in At the Edge. Steering
Committee members were important
coaches and mentors for the supervisors
in their new role as work group leaders.
The supervisors and employees in the
work groups established and agreed
upon their Critical to Quality metrics

(CTQs). A measure of success for the
work group, CTQs must measure
something affecting overall  plant
metrics.

The Steering Committee continues to
meet weekly for two hours and
members attend a minimum of one
work group meeting per week. This
allows committee members to see
firsthand how their hard work is
translating on the plant floor and also
allows the work groups to become more
familiar with the Steering Committee.

The Committee ensures that each work

group is successful  by approving and
prioritizing appropriate At the Edge
projects.  ''At the Edge provides an
opportunity for our facility to tap into
the 'think tank' resource of our
employees and consider improvement
ideas from  many perspectives. The

process also provides for small
incremental changes that promote a
healthy cultural change,'' said  Peter Gil,

Health & Safety Coordinator.

Steering Committee members are
further developing as leaders.  ''Each

team member is learning a different
approach to managing a plant and, thus,
more sophisticated  leadership
techniques are being honed. The
committee is empowered and has
developed as a leadership team
operating at a higher level than it was
before At the Edge,'' explained Emma
Horgan,  Human  Resources Manager.

PTO®ess -continued from page 24

Julie-. Yes, helping people is my favourite
aspect of the job. The most challenging

part is that it can be hard for people to
embrace changes in the way they work.
I help people to see that the process is
about doing the right things right the
first time and developing more value-
added products with a higher

probability of success. When I see the

turning point, when people really "get"
how the process will help them,  it is very
rewarding.

a:  ln the year ahead, what will  be
the next challenge you will face?

Jutiie.. The next priority will be to
measure the effectiveness of the process
and find ways to streamline it.

Lou.isa.. This will enable the process to
better accommodate less complex

projects in a shorl:er turnaround time.

Jut.ie.. Of course, we will also continue to
support this process as an integral part
of the business, part of everyday life.

Thank you Julie and  Louisa, and good

luck on your next steps!

MapwleafFoods"sue34%
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BY      KRISSY      HARNACK,

MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER

FOODS

Tony Becker, a 42-year employee, is joined by his
wife Gloria as he ciJts the cake at his retirement
party.

Sept. 14, 2006 marked a memorable
evening as Tony Becker celebrated his
retirement from Maple Leaf Consumer
Foods after 42 years. Accompanied by
his family, Tony was recognized by his
friends and co-workers for the wealth of
knowledge and experience he shared
over the years and for his wonderful
sense of humour.
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Tony joined Schneider Foods (now
MLCF) in 1964. He first worked in Pork
Cut and Hog Kill before moving to Sliced
Luncheon and Bacon Slicing where he
was a Management Trainee and
Assistant Foreman. His career led him to
Industrial Engineering and Operations
Special Projects before Tony settled into
his most recent role as Manager of the
Employee Suggestion Program in
Human Resources at the Kitchener,
Ontario facility.

Tony plans to spend his retirement
camping, fishing and traveling with his
family.  Congratulations Tony and many
wishes for a long and happy retirement!

Milestone  for
Denny
Armstrong

BY      RICK      RUPP,      MAPLE      LEAF

FROZEN      BAKERY

Denny, congratulations
on hitting 40 years with
our company! Your
dedication and tireless
efforts have meant so
much to both Maple Leaf

and our customers. Everyone enjoys
working with you bec`ause of your

product knowledge (assuredly one of the
best in the Company) and willingness to
be in the stores, whether it's 2 p.in. or 2
a.in.

It has been a pleasure learning from and
working with you the last seven years,
and I hope we can get a few more years
before you go fishing and spend more
time with the grandkids.
Congratulations once again on reaching
such a great milestone!

Sayi ng  farewe] I
after a  f®ur-
decade  caFeeFT
BY      KRISSY      HARNACK,

MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER

FOODS

Little did Sandy Neeb (pictured in 1965) know that
she would enjoy a 40-year career with Schneider
Foods and MLCF.

When Sandy Neeb first joined Schneider
Foods (now Maple Leaf Consumer
Foods) in November 1965, there were no
computers in the workplace. After a
dedicated 40-year career, Sandy retired
in 2006 and the biggest workplace
change she recalls is going from manual
data entry to using computers.

Sandy began working in Sales before the
introduction of computers eliminated
her position. From there, she worked in
Order Entry, Key Punch and Payroll
before accepting a full-time position in
Human Resources. During the last 11

years of her career, Sandy remained in
the department, enjoying her pension
and benefits responsibilities.

Recognized by her co-workers as a
consistent and reliable professional who
constantly challenged herself and others
to do a better job, we thank Sandy for
her dedication and contributions to
Schneider Foods and MLCF. Sandy's
retirement plans include camping,
attending George Strait concerts and
traveling to Texas or Florida every
winter. Best wishes Sandy!
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Michael corbett                Mike Nicholls                     David simpson                  Peter Johannes
Shift supervisor                Maintenance operator   Laboratory Technician    Driver

William Dunn                      Francis Nickerson             Marc lpotesje
Production operator       Production operator       Driver

Dundas, Ontario                Dundas, Ontario                Dundas, Ontario                Dundas, Ontario                Moorefield, Ontario         Truro, Nova scotia            Laurenco, Quebec

Not pictured: Brian Young, Driver, Dundas, Ontario;  Devinder Bains, Power Plant Engineer, Dundas, Ontario
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David Harrow
Driver
Dundas, Ontario

William Roukema
Drive,
Dundas, Ontario
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Paul Doig                          Fred smith                       Sam North
Driver                                 Driver                                Waste water

Ron Hutchinson
Maintenance

Moorofield, Ontario      Moorefield, Ontario      Treatmentoperator     Operator
Moorefield, Ontario      Moorefield, Ontario
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Mike Galbraith                Bruce Lockhart               Alan Kennedy
Driver                                Waste water                   Maintenance
Dundas, Ontario            Treatment operator     Operator

Dundas, Ontario            Truro, Nova scotia

Not pictured: Brad Mclntosh, Maintenance Operator, Moorefield, Ontario

I
Stanley Champagne
Production Operator
Winnipeg, Manitoba
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Not pictured:
Kent Doig
Maintenance
Operator
Moorefield,
Ontario

Bruce Wa[ters
Maintenance Operator Moorefield, Ontario
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Kin Gervais                      Gita singh
Production planning     Production wol.ker
Manager, Edmonton,     Edmonton, Alberta
A'berta
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BY      HENRY      LYSZCZYK,      CANADA      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

Thank you, Gary, for 51
years of service with
Canada Bread Fresh
Bakeries and still
counting.

Gary Hefflick started in
shipping with MCGavin
Foods in Edmonton on

July 2, 1955 and progressed as a driver
salesman, Sales Supervisor, Depot
Supervisor and Retail Sales Account
Manager. Gary officially retired in
January 2004 from his role as Food
Service Key Account Manager, however,
his energy and passion for the business
led him to accept a part-time specialized
role with a key customer.

Sheldon Matthews, VP Business
Development for Groupex Canada, told
us: "I have had the privilege to know and
work with Gary for over 25 years .... Gary
is a "Do it Right" kind of guy. AIl of us at
Groupex want to thank Gary for his many
years of excellent service to our company
and our 2,000 members. I know that
when Gary finally decides to deliver his
last loaf of bread, he will be sorely
missed."
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Rothsay employees assist
in  tornado clean-up

(L-R) Dana Thomson, Chantal Vincent, Ron Vincent, Sheri Hamilton and Yvette Hamilton are
sliown at the tornado clean-up site in Gull Lake, Ivlanitoba.

BY      SHERI      HAMILTON,      ROTHSAY

A terrible storm pounded eastern
Manitoba on Aug. 5, 2006,

producing three tornadoes in the
area. The storm took the life of a
64-year-old woman, injured 20
others and destroyed numerous
homes and farms.

Dana Thomson, a co-worker at the
Rothsay Winnipeg office,
mentioned to me that she had
received an e-mail recruiting

possible volunteers for the clean-up
efforts. I really felt the storm's
impact because I was living about
15 minutes away from some of the
hardest hit locations.  I immediately
sent out an e-mail to all Rothsay
employees in Winnipeg in search of
volunteers. On Aug. 18, Dana, Ron
Vincent and I, all from the Winnipeg
office, along with my mom and
Ron's daughter Chantal,
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volunteered our time to help with
the cleanup.

Beaver Bus Lines donated buses to
shuttle volunteers to arld from the
clean-up site -a family farm located
in Gull Lake, Manitoba,
approximately 40 minutes outside
of winnipeg. When we arrived at the
site, the impact of what we saw
immediately hit home.  The tornado
had completely torn the family's

garage from its foundations and had
scattered their b`elongings far into
the nearby bush, ditch and across
the highway. We immediately got to
work along with the other
volunteers to help clean the debris
that was strewn about the farm.

While we were only there for a day,
the gratitude expressed by the
family we helped was something
that each of us will remember for a
long time.

Remembering
a  friend
BY      LINDSAY      PAUL      ANl)      SMELLY

MCNEIL,      MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN

BAKERY

On Aug. 24, 2006, employees of the Maple Leaf
Frozen Bakery plant in Calgary, Alberta gathered
to remember the passing of Ponciano Raguindin
-husband, father, friend and fellow employee.

We were joined by Tracey Franklin, President of
the Calgary chapter of MADD (Mothers Against
Drunk Driving), Ponciano's wife, Maria, and

youngest daughter Ruby.

Ponciano worked for the company for more than
five years. On Aug. 24, 2005, Ponciano was
driving to work when he got a flat tire. Moments
after getting out of the car and while changing
the tire, he was hit by a drunk driver. As the news
spread through the plant, we sought support
through each other, the leadership team and
expert grief counselors.

As difficult as it was to experience Ponciano's
death, the Calgary plant really pulled together
and planned a fundraiser in support of his family,
raising $3,650 which was then matched by Maple
Leaf Foods for a grand total of $7,300.  Later, the

plant got involved with MADD in 2006 to support
their awareness campaigns.

After the dedication, Maria told us Maple Leaf
would always be special to her because of all the
support she received.  In Ponciano's memory, we

planted a tree and dedicated a bench outside the
lunchroom. With the memorial dedication just
outside the window, we will always remember
Ponciano Raguindin Jr., 1955 -2005.



Canada  Bread Fresh  raises $190,000 for
BY      JEAN-MARIE      CHAN      KIN,      CANAI)A      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

Canada Bread Fresh Ontario employees
raised Sl90,000 during the two-week
United Way campaign in October 2006.
The campaign effort was led by Linda
March, VP Six Sigma; Jean-Marie Chan
Kin, Six Sigma Black Belt; Heather
Wilson, Associate Champion; Cheryl
Fullerton, Director HR; and Judy
Blenkinsopp, A/P Supervisor. Mike
Flammia, VP Operations for Ontario,
aided by his Plant Managers, led the

plant campaign and Christine Hein,
Territory Manager, led the Field
Campaign with her team.

The corporate campaign kicked off with
the Leadership Giving Event, which
focused on encouraging donors to give
Sl ,000 or more. We featured speakers
from the United Way, including our
colleague Pat Moore, Credit and
Collections Analyst, who shared her pride
in being able to give at the Leadership

The wiming team in the Canada Bread Next Top
Model contest took a trip back to the '80s,
complete witli Michael Jackson (Partha Sur), Billy
Idol (Cathy Rapuska), Prince (Mai.cel Arada), Boy
George (Domonic Rella), Alexis Von-Lexus (Cheryl
Fullerton) and Madonna (Barry IvlcLean).

level. Her speech certainly made an
impact as 13 new leadership donors
decided to increase their level of support
to $1,000 for the first time during the
campaign.

Mari Iromoto, Six Sigma Black Belt, led a
team of 40 volunteers who served meals
to various organizations funded by the
United Way. This was a tremendously

UW

rewarding experience and coincided with
the Maple Leaf Community Day held on
Oct.  16.

A number of other events marked the
campaign. We participated in two public
United Way events -the 5-lou Rat Race in
June and the CN Tower Stair Climb in
October. The Toronto office kicked off
the campaign with the Canada Bread
Next Top Model Event, "Fashion through
the Decades", a contest that was won by a
team from the 12th Floor showcasing
fashions from the '80s. Other fundraisers
included a Fall Fair event with a bake
sale, garage sale and silent auctions.

A "big" thank you goes out to all who

participated in one way or another,
whether by volunteering, participating in
an event or simply through pledges. Your
support is making a difference in the
community!

Langley  raises
over $4,500
for  United  Way
BY     JACLYN      JAC0BSEN,

CANADA      BREAD      FRESH

BAKERY

The Langley office held a Beach Part]/ BBQ on June
28. Enjoying a little fun in the sun are office coordi-
nators BJ Severson (left) and Kathy Lavik.

Canada Bread's Langley, B.C. location on
203rd St. is proud to announce that we
raised close to $4,600 for the United Way
through events held in the past year..
Jaclyn Jacobsen, Administrative
Assistant, led the efforts and involved the
whole office in a campaign that began
last March and lasted until November.

Our events included 50/50 draws, Jersey
Day, barbecues, potlucks, a Silent

Auction, lunches, Jeans Day and many
more fun events. We finished our
campaign by holding a pizza luncheon
attended by a special speaker from
United Way. Thanks to everyone for their

participation and contributions. This
could not have been possible without the
support of our fellow employees. We are
making a difference in our community
and we look forward to succeeding this

year as well!

Participating in Jersey Day held on Oct. 5 were: (back row, I-Ft) Nicky Mortimer, Leanne Tasker, Teri Mcphail,
Stacy Whalen, Glenda Johnston, Kathy Lavik, Will Cummings, Raj Sigdel, Michele Berg, Andi Cheyne, (front
row, I-R) Mike Marconato, Byron Pope, Teressa Poirier, Jaclyn Jacobsen, lan Caldwell and  Sue Stolen (temp).
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Rothsay Winnipeg
celebrates 4 years
no  lost time
BY      PAMELA     YULE,      ROTHSAY

Safety is number one at Rothsay Winnipeg! The plant
achieved four years no lost time accidents on July 22, 2006,
celebrating the event in September with a barbecue, cake
and safety awards handed out to each employee.

Distinguished guests at the celebration included Kevin
Golding, President, Rothsay and ESI; Todd Moser, VP,
Alternative Fuels, Rothsay; and Erika Weltzien, Director, Six
Sigma, Rothsay and ESI.  Honoured guests included Greg
Dueck, Director of Road and Industrial Safety, Manitoba
Safety Council and Brad Gnidziejko, Director of Sales for
the Manitoba Safety Council.

The entire team takes great pride in its safety record and
strives to maintain it. Our active Joint Health and Safety
committee focuses on hazards and areas for improvement.
Summer safety quizzes, safety talks, safety magazines,

posters and monthly meetings create additional safety
awareness. Through the Manufacturing Excellence Job
Safety Chapter, we have identified areas where we can
make Continuous Improvements in the future. Our close
relationship with the Manitoba Safety Council in the areas
of training and development fosters a heightened safety
culture among all of our employees.

The entire Rothsay Winnipeg team deserves
congratulations on their exceptional achievement!

Renaissance -conft.nued from page I

We stand firm in our mandate to ensure that Maple
Leaf people get first priority as new jobs open up.
There will be a lot of change in 2007 and we will ease
this change by being open and candid with people,

providing certainty as soon as we can.

At the end of this process we will be a simpler, focused,
more profitable company. We will be known for our
innovation, strong brands and consumer focus-leading
the market with products that deliver great taste,
nutrition and convenience.  Now that's something we
can all  get behind!


